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Table runner
Coffee Break
Table Runner
Finished Size:
15" x 57"

FIRST CUT
Number
of Strips
or Pieces

Dimensions

Fabric A

1

56h" x 42"*

Fabric B
n yard

3
3

1h" x 42"
1" x 42"

Fabric C

3

1" x 42"

Fabric D

1

56h" x 42"*

Binding

4

2i" x 42"

1l yards

2. Arrange and sew together two
56h" x 2h" Fabric D strips, two
56h" x 1" Fabric A strips, two 1" x 56h"
Fabric B strips, two 1" x 56h" Fabric C
strips, two 1h" x 56h" Fabric B strips,
and one 56h" x 5h" Fabric A strips as
shown. Press.
56
2
1
1
1

SECOND CUT
Number
of Pieces

1
2

1

Dimensions

56h" x 5h"
56h" x 1"

5
1
1
1
1

a yard

2

2

56h" x 2h"

1l yards
k yard

Backing - m yard
Batting - 19" x 61"

*The fabric strip used in the tablerunner will be seamless.

Fabric Requirements and Cutting Instructions
Read all instructions before beginning and use g"-wide seam allowances
throughout. Read Cutting Strips and Pieces prior to cutting fabric.

Getting Started
This simple to make table runner is a great way to accent a table for
everyday or for a evening with family and friends. Make several using colors
inspired by the seasons or holidays.

Making the Table Runner
1. Sew 1h" x 42" Fabric B strips together end-to-end to make one
continuous 1h"-wide Fabric B strip. Cut two 1h" x 56h" strips from this
piece. Repeat step to sew, measure and cut, 1"-wide Fabric B strips and
1"-wide Fabric C strips.

3. Cut backing lengthwise into two equal
pieces. Sew pieces together crosswise
to make one 20" x 63" (approximate)
backing piece. Press.
4. Referring to Layering the Quilt arrange
and baste backing, batting, and top
together. Hand or machine quilt as
desired.
5. Refer to Binding the Quilt. Sew 2i" x
42" binding strips end-to-end to make
one continuous 2i"-wide binding strip.
Bind quilt to finish.

Making the Napkins
Be ready for a casual meal or coffee by
stocking a festive tin container with pretty
napkins, silverware, and flowers.
Cut one 18h" square and two 1" x 17h"
strips and two 1" x 18h" strips from a
motif fabric and one 17h" square from a
coordinate. Using g"-wide seams with right
sides together, sew 1" x 17h" motif strips
to top and bottom of 17h" square. Sew
1" x 18h" motif strips to sides including
borders just added. Press. With right sides
together, sew pieced unit and 18h" motif
square on all sides, leaving a 4" opening
for turning. Clip corners, turn, and press.
Hand-stitch opening closed.

Coffee and kitchens just seem to go together and this table runner invites you to relax, enjoy
a cup of coffee or tea, and visit with family and friends. Simple stripes make this runner so
fast and fun to sew that you’ll want to extend your sewing time by making matching napkins.

